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Golaem Crowd 2.0 released at 
Siggraph 2012 Los Angeles

Golaem sets new standards for crowd simulation 
in terms of performances and usability by releasing 
the new version of its plugin for Autodesk Maya : 
Golaem Crowd 2.0 at Siggraph 2012 Los Angeles.

On top of increased productivity, Golaem Crowd 
has a quicker than ever learning curve. Maya art-
ists will be able to create crowd shots themselves 
or to test the assets they produce before giving 
them to TDs, hence strengthening the team ef-
ficiency. Creating behaviors as easy as a drag’n 
drop, Ragdoll Behavior: simulate falling or explod-
ing characters in a snap, Enhanced LookAt & IK 
behaviors: get greater control on characters, GPU 
Character Previzualisation: preview simulation 
with skinned meshes proxies directly in the Maya 
viewport.

OptiTrack Leverages Best-in-
Class Features for Large Volumes

The OptiTrack advantage now extends to the high-
end motion capture market with today’s announce-
ment of the Prime Series—a new family of motion 
capture cameras tailored specifically to large-volume 
capture. Offering capture volumes that extend up to 
150’ with unmatched pixel-for-pixel tracking precision 
throughout, the 4.1 MP Prime 41 provides VFX stu-
dios, game developers, universities and labs with the 
tracking technology necessary for the most ambitious 
motion tracking and capture applications—all at the 
accessible pricing that OptiTrack is famous for. At one-
third of the cost of the nearest competitive product, the 
Prime 41 enables massive capital cost savings and 
higher camera coverage with the same investment. 
This launch marks another milestone in a year that 
also saw the release of the Flex 13, the world’s first 
megapixel mocap camera for under $1000.
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Game Character Creation with Blender and Unity - Creating viable 
game characters requires a combination of skills. This book teaches game 
creators how to create usable, realistic game assets using the power of 
an open-source 3D application and a free game engine. It presents a 
step-by-step approach to modeling, texturing, and animating a character 
using the popular Blender software, with emphasis on low polygon mod-
eling and an eye for using sculpting and textures, and demonstrates how 
to bring the character into the Unity game engine.

Learning Autodesk Maya 2013 - In this video based Autodesk Maya 
2013 training course, expert author and trainer Todd Palamar teaches 
you how to use this complex and powerful 3D modeling software. De-
signed for the beginner, this tutorial does not require you to have any prior 
experience with Maya, or modeling at all. Throughout this training course, 
you will gain an understanding of the core features of Maya - modeling, 
animating and rendering projects. You will start with some basic naviga-
tion and tools, and then move directly into learning by working on projects 
that the author guides you through. 

http://as.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-1118172728,miniSiteCd-SYBEX.html
http://www.cgarena.com/store/learning-maya-2013-training


http://bit.ly/MJnPX6


My name is Francesco Corvino and I’m an Italian concept designer and digital matte painter working in Hol-
lywood at the Aaron Sims Company mainly on feature films.

My interest in CG started during my studies of architecture. I started playing by myself with software like 
Rhino and Vray to create images for architectural visualization. Soon enough I understood I liked more CG 
than architecture!

At that point I really felt the need to reach the next level and I sent an application to the Gnomon School of 
visual effects in Hollywood where I studied CG for two years. 

Q.  Please tell us about your past and current jobs. How you end up with the current job and what 
your nature of your job?

After I graduated with a master’s degree in architecture, I worked for a while for some architectural firms in 
Italy. It was cool, but it was not creative enough. 

Therefore I decided to apply to Gnomon, I was accepted and I moved to Hollywood. I spent the next two 
years working hard to learn as much as I could. I learned Maya and many other software, great techniques 
and amazing artists. I understood that I could have enough talent to make it as an artist, focusing in particu-

Francesco Corvino

Q.  Hello Francesco, could you tell us a bit about yourself 
and your background in CG and are you self-taught or have 
taken some training?

Become an even 
more mature art-
ist both in terms 

of techniques and 
inspiraton
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lar on the creation and design of environments and architectures. Before the end of the program I was hired 
at the Aaron Sims Company. 

Here I’m responsible for the design of architectures and environments and the creation of digital matte paint-
ings for feature films.

Q.  For all those, who are new to the art of Digital Matte-Painting, can you briefly explain about this 
form of art?

Long story short, as a Digital Matte Painter I create photo-realistic backgrounds for movies. 

I make images of environments using photographs and 3d elements and integrating them together in a 
seamless and consistent composition. Then, sometimes, accordingly to the camera movement, I project the 
2d image I created onto a simple 3d geometry, a procedure called camera projection. In this way I can give 
the illusion of parallax and that the audience is moving inside my environment.   

Q.  Can you describe your typical workflow when you’re working on a project, whether it be personal 
or for a client? How does the matte painting department work in the post-production stage of a fea-
ture film?

It really depends on the specific kind of image I have to deal with. Sometimes is very straightforward, just a 
few modifications on a plate. In that case I don’t need a real pre-plan and I just drag the plate in photoshop 
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and play with photographs to accomplish the final result.  

Other times the task is more difficult. The image is very complex, there are lots of elements, maybe I have to 
deal with a camera movement and keep everything separated on different layers. In that case I really need 
to spend some time thinking about the best strategy. I make a quick sketch and I search for photographs. In 
this way I can understand which elements I must create in 3d, and how much time I have to spend refining 
the model, the textures and the lighting. 

When my strategy is clear, I move on quickly roughing out the overall image, not caring too much about the 
details but rather focusing on the fundamentals of lighting and composition.

When I understand that the image works, I start refining all the details and rendering the 3d elements, until 
the image is perfectly polished. Eventually, if needed, I create a simple geometry in Maya to make a camera 
projection, going back to Photoshop from time to time in order to fix problems in the 2d image.

Q.  From a creative standpoint, is it easier to work on personal work or client work?

Definitely on personal projects. That’s because on a personal project you can create whatever you want, 
and as an artist, when I try to envision something, I immediately know which elements will work and which 
are better to avoid, which is the best camera angle, light or storytelling elements. Furthermore I can take all 
the time I desire to refine details and to develop intriguing designs.

Many of these things are impossible or very difficult with a client. First of all, you usually have short dead-
lines. Secondly, you must stick with the client’s vision, which many times it is not really the best to become 
an appealing image. 

Q.  When working on a matte painting, what’s the hardest part for you?  Concept, development, fin-
ishing touches, camera mapping?

Definitely the initial development. I think that the first hour is the most critical one of the entire process. It’s 
when I define the fundamentals that will make the image a success or a failure. Composition, light, camera 
angle. All the rest will be easier and certainly successful if the fundamentals are good. Sometimes, obvi-
ously, depending on the specific project, other steps can be tricky, like camera projection or the design of a 

Francesco Corvino
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complex element, but setting good fundamentals are still the most important step for me.

Q.  Recently you worked for the movie “Abraham Lincoln Vampire Hunter” as a concept artist, how 
does this feel when your images are finalized?

It’s a great emotion, in particular on this project. The vfx companies were amazing to closely recreate the 
frames I designed. I was flattered that the director was so impressed by my work to keep it until the final 
steps of the post-production process. 
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It was a fantastic experience to watch the movie at the theater with my wife and so many other people and 
to see my images finally coming alive exactly as I envisioned them.

Q.  When you work as a concept artist then which type of instructions you receive and which are the 
things need to remember?

I usually receive a script or a detailed description about the image the director desires to see.
The most important thing to me is trying to get inside the director’s mind, envisioning what kind of mood, 
lighting and story he sees every time he thinks of that image. Sometimes the director or the production de-
signer shows up with some photographic references, and that is great ‘cause I have to do almost no effort 
to understand what’s going on visually in their minds.

Q.  Which software’s you have in your arsenal and why you prefer to use them? 

To create 2d images I use Photoshop. For 3d elements I use Maya and Vray. For camera projection I use 
Maya and Nuke for the final compositing. I chose all this software ‘cause they are exactly what I need and I 
feel very comfortable using them. I personally think that all of them are a fantastic and very powerful tool to 
make this type of art.  

Q.  What other interests do you have that helps influence your work and keep you motivated?

Maybe this can sound strange, but I think that my great love for reading is what inspires me the most. Since 
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I was a child I’ve been a great fan of the novels of Lovecraft, Howard and Dick and every time I read those 
pages I envision the amazing places in the stories and I immediately want to jump on a new work.

Q.  Please tell us which department you like the most “Matte Painting, Concept Artist, Environment 
Designer?

It’s hard to tell what I like the most. I like matte painting ‘cause it usually gives me the opportunity to create 
photo-real images. When you design you often haven’t the time to properly polish things. But at the end of 
the day what really makes me happy is creating a completely original and personal idea. Therefore I would 
say that concept design is my favorite field of interest, and if I have the time to make it photo-real and really 
believable, well, for me that is a huge satisfaction. 

Q.  Do you use any external hardware such as a drawing tablet?

Yes, I use an Intuos Tablet. That’s pretty much it. A tablet is the only thing that you really need in terms of 
external hardware.

 
Q.  What’s been your favorite client project to work on?

I really enjoyed working on Abraham Lincoln Vampire Hunter. I was given the responsibility to fully design 
many sequences and the majority of my work ended up in the final movie almost exactly as I thought it.

Q. Where do you see yourself in the future, and how do you feel that you will be growing as an artist?
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I just hope to keep doing the job that I love and to become an even more mature artist both in terms of tech-
niques and inspiration.

CGArena thanks you for enabling us to do this interview.

Web: www.francescocorvino.com

Portfolio: francescocorvino.cgarena.com

http://francescocorvino.cgarena.com


http://bit.ly/KDRBJJ


http://bit.ly/L7553s
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My name is Marcel Mercado, I’ve been working in the video game industry for 7 years. I have recently de-
cided to pursue a career in Illustration. I will be going over the process of making “Dance for us!” The idea 
came about while reading my folio version of Grimm’s Fairy Tales. In the ending to Snow White the evil 
queen is taken away and put scalding iron shoes and made to dance till her body gave out.

PLANNING STAGE

Upon reading the Snow White story I immedi-
ately knew what I wanted to draw. The scene 
was going to be an interior scene, smoky, very 
dark and dangerous. I changed the characters 
around to a princess about to be tortured by 
evil henchmen. I made a very crude drawing 
on paper which I was able to use to direct my 
wife for the reference pictures. I took a series 
of photographs that depicted all the characters 
in the scene. Then I started to gather all the 
reference to help me build up the scene.

I knew that I wanted to place the story in a 

dungeon/torture room of sorts so I googled for reference 
Dungeons, Medieval Cathedrals, blacksmith forge. At this 
point the story in my head got more and more refined. I 
read that James Gurney (of Dinotopia fame) would make 
maquettes of scenes to plan out the lights,  instead I use 3d 
scenes to do the same thing.

Once I feel that I grasp the subject matter I proceed to do 
some quick sketches to layout everything. I keep the figures 
very loose since I will be refining them later on. I go over the 
princess’ face to get the right emotion out of her. I try and 
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by Marcel Mercado, USA

Making of Dance for Us
do a variety of expressions from outright scared to angrily defiant. I move on to the two minions and I made 
the decision to make one fat the other skinny and I try to give them more character. I keep the lines on the 
skinny character sharp while the fat one gets more softer curvy lines. The clothes/armor design comes from 
previous character concept sketches that I had done in the past, burrowing from Sarmatian knights to dark 
fantasy elements. I play up the sharp lines on the skinny character by exaggerating them in the choice of 
clothing and armor, I do the same thing with the fat minion and the curved lines. I don’t want the princess 
to look too resigned to her fate so I exaggerate the slant of her body to create more force. You can see that 
there are some sketchy details that didn’t get carried over the final piece, the reason was simply that once 
everything was being painted I made a decision to keep a lot of the shapes clearer.

TOOLS

I don’t use many brushes. Most 
of the brushes I have made my-
self. I like to use a flat square 
brush, because I like the edges 
and strokes it creates. I will use 
round brushes when I’m trying to 
paint some finishing details. The 
sponge colors I use initially to 
give my painting a lot of nice de-
tail. That way if I don’t go over an 
area with my square brush there 
still something of detail to look at. 
I will also use the sponge brush-
es to tone down areas that aren’t 
important later on in the painting 
process. I made the chain brush 
cause I didn’t feel like painting the 
individual links, and since these 
elements aren’t primary details 
the repetition isn’t that noticeable.

The color swatches I made based 
on the fact that most of the scene 
was going to be illuminated by 
fire. I always try and set my colors 
initially, this forces me to come up 
with color combinations based on 
those initial colors and I don’t have to worry about the color not being harmonious. Also it forces me to use 
a lot of gray to come up with complement colors. I kept two of the colors pretty dull while the red color I kept 
saturated. You can see the skin colors I came up with just using these colors.
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PROGRESS

Here’s the final sketch. You can see that I kept my rule of thirds in mind, one intersection is at the princess 
face, the other is at the guy with the tongs, and a third intersection happens on one of the iron shoes. I added 
more details in the background; in particular I added another table tilted so that it creates diagonal lines go-
ing to the princess. I will duplicate this sketch layer so that one I paint over the other is kept at the top and 
I can always reference it and make sure I’m not straying too far away from my initial lines. Also I constantly 
flip the image horizontally; I will also make a point to stop doing any work on the painting for a day or two to 
come back at it with more critical eyes. 

The next thing I create is a quick value image. This will help 
in making sure the eye moves around the painting, it high-
lights what you want to show and it allows me to play with 
contrasts. Sometimes I will create these valuable images 
using color, I didn’t do it this time since the colors for these 
were pretty basic. Reds for shadows, yellows for highlights 
and blues as a compliment. One thing to note, even though I 
make a lot of planning with my paintings nothing is really set 
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by Marcel Mercado, USA

in stone. I will change things along the way as I become more critical of the work. 

I always work from midtone down first. Meaning I add the midtone values then I concentrate on the shadows. 

I further refine the shad-
ows in this stage, I go to the 
darkest value here. 

By this point I’m going up on 
my value scale. Notice that 
I changed the values on 
the tall shelf on the right. I 
wanted the darker colors to 
create a border around the 
painting so by changing it’s 
value darker it helps keep 
the eye from wandering out 
the painting.

Making of Dance for Us
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Here I’ve cleaned up some 
issues I had with the per-
spective. I also added the 
secondary light to help give 
the characters a bit more 
form.

Finally since this is a small 
room and would be filled with 
the smoke from the fire I add-
ed some glows to the scene 
to make the light thicker. For 
this I used a number of lev-
els, and color balance to add 
some of the reds across the 
whole scene. Since all my 
colors are already set I’m not 
afraid of it adding additional colors since it’s something that is going over the whole piece.
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by Marcel Mercado, USA

The only issue was 
that it also adds 
color to the grays 
and it destroys the 
contrasts. To fix it 
I went over some 
of the shadowed 
areas and I added 
grays that where 
the same value as 
the original areas. 
Check the image 
in right to see the 
difference. Fig1 is 
without the gray 
on the hood of 
the character, see 
how it renders all the colors too similar. Whereas fig 2 by introducing gray to the shadows it creates more 
contrast between the hood, goggles and shirt.

Making of Dance for Us



Web: http://www.marcelmercado.com

Email: info@marcelmercado.com

Since I read left to right I flipped the image to not give away the horror of 
the iron shoes initially. 

Final Image 

Hope you liked the making of the image, if you have any comments or 
query then don’t hesitate in email to me.



http://bit.ly/LE3EJN


http://bit.ly/vdFA2v
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Software:

Maya, ZBrush

by Nikhil Patil, Canada

3D

Hello there, my name is Nikhil Patil, and I am a 3D Character Artist/ Texture Artist currently living in Vancou-
ver, BC, Canada. 

In this “Making Of…” I will try to explain the way in which I created ‘the Bedouin’, and break it down into steps 
and pieces of creation and production. 

‘The Bedouin’ was created as one of my demo reel pieces. It is based on an amazing photograph by Peter 
Stanton. 

MODELING

I started with building a base mesh in Maya, with the character standing in A-pose. After I laid out the UVs 
in UVLayout, I posed the character in Maya. 

CLOTH

My goal for this particular piece was ‘realism’, so the cloth had 
to look as real as possible. To suit this purpose, I decided to use 
the program ‘Marvelous Designer 2’, which is great fashion- de-
sign software with real weight and cloth density simulations. 

By importing the A-pose as well as final posed character to Mar-
velous, I designed the cloth pattern and recorded the simula-
tion. After that, I exported the cloth from one of the recorded 
frames. The only problem with this mesh at the time was it was 
all triangulated, so with Maya’s Transfer attribute function, I con-
verted the triangulated mesh into the quad mesh. 

Making of 
The Bedouin
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by Nikhil Patil, Canada

SCULPTING

After posing and UVs were laid out, I imported all the meshes into ZBrush. 

For the body, I started by working with the major shapes, and then checked the overall silhouette to get the 
correct form and proportions. In the next step, I began to add the finer details. 

At this stage, the most important thing I was trying to keep in mind was the overall consistency of the shapes 
first, and the details second. Once the body was done, to avoid the ‘CG’ look, I started sculpting the small 
wrinkles on the cloth to break up the form and add to the overall realistic look. 

LIGHTING

To get the desired effect, I used an area light 
and a reflector in Maya with the Global Illumi-
nation on. 

TEXTURING

I used Mari for Texturing. It’s an amazing soft-
ware that helps create textures of intricate 
quality and detail. 

E.g.: Skin Texture Creation: 

Making of The Bedouin
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by Nikhil Patil, Canada

Making of The Bedouin
I started with baking Ambient Occlusion in Mari that I later used for masking features and enhancing the 
textures. 

To begin the actual skin texture, I projected multiple high-res images of different people using 3D.sk Library 
as my main source. I then duplicated the projected textures, with each duplicate color- corrected and hue-
enhanced. I added specific details to create separate skin layering, such as: Overall, Diffuse, Subsurface, 
Bump, Oil Map, and Sand Mask.

I used the high pass filter to create the bump map and added multiple noise passes to achieve the pore 
details. I then exported all the textures as 4K maps from Mari for later use in the Look Development stage 
in Maya. 

Other objects in the scene were textured using similar techniques.

www.cgarena.com Page 27  
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by Nikhil Patil, Canada

LOOK DEVELOPMENT

I decided to use the V-ray rendering engine for 
this piece. The look development was done using 
a neutral light setup in Maya. The idea behind cre-
ating the shaders in neutral light was to achieve 
the light independent material properties for all of 
the elements such as skin, cloth and metal. 

For the skin, I used ‘VRay Fast SSS’ (as Base Ma-
terial) along with ‘VRay Mtl’ (as Coat Material 0) 
with the help of ‘VRay Blend Mtl’ (say ‘Blend 1’) in 
Additive mode. 

To get the sand on her body, I used another ‘VRay 
Blend Mtl’. In this step, I used ‘Blend 1’ as the 
Base Material and a separate sand shader as the 
Coat Material 0, then used the Sand Mask gener-
ated from Mari as the Blend Amount.

It took a while for me to get the cloth shader work-
ing the way I wanted. Most of my time here was 
spent trying to achieve the translucency. Finally, 
after many attempts and experiments, I decided 
to use ‘VRay Mtl 2Sided’. 

RENDERING

Once I was done with all of the details, Texturing 
and shading, it was time to render. I used Maya 
V-Ray for that. 

I set a lot of different passes such as reflection, 
diffuse, GI, SSS etc. It was a very important stage 
as setting up my render in multiple passes allowed 
me to give me more control for the final result in 
compositing. 

Making of The Bedouin



COMPOSITING

To achieve the desired result, I brought all of the dif-
ferent passes into Nuke for compositing. 

With the help of different matt masks, I used several 
nodes such as color correct, shuffle, grade, noise, 
Zblur etc. to get the desired result.



I hope that my workflow was helpful for you. I know that there are many ways to approach a project like this 
to get the desired result. I will probably do it differently next time to learn more tricks and tools!

Email: nikhilpatilcg@gmail.com



http://www.youtube.com/SynthEyesHQ
http://bit.ly/MXRjOU
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KON-SEPT - KON-SEPT truly stands for it’s tag line “An Artist’s Guide to Con-
cept Art”. The author “Carlo Spagnola” created this unique Art Guide with com-
plete dedication and passion to help guide the artists for perfecton in concept 
art. KON-SEPT is the ONE art guide that every artist and art lover would like to 
have. It is the only art guide that helps you master Concept Art. Every chapter 
is provided with a DVD Workshop which serves as an example for the particular 
chapter.

ZBrush 4R4 - With enhancements to the already powerful features in ZBrush 
4R2 and ZBrush 4R3, the all new ZBrush 4R4 takes the potential of features like 
the BPR Renderer and its real time filters to the next level. You’ll be amazed by 
the capabilities of the added functions in this latest version. ZBrush 4R4 contin-
ues to expand on creative freedom with a focus on model topology and detail 
creation. You’ll find that the new ZBrush 4R4 is nothing short of amazing. That’s 
the Power of ZBrush.

Project Manager - Project Manager - the utility for organisation of files and work 
with them in 3ds Max. (supports 3ds max 2013 or below versions). It help you 
with cataloging and using in your projects of a bitmaps, library of models and 
materials, also IES and HDRI files.The organization system allows the to keep 
references to same folder in different catalogs. For example you can put same 
folder of 3d models “Classic Chandeliers” in the catalog “Classics” and catalog 
“Lamps”.

thinkingParticles 5 - With every major release of thinkingParticles new features 
are introduced, extending its power and flexibility by a magnitude compared to 
its predecessor. Release 5 represents a milestone in advancing the feature set. 
Like every new cebas software release, the feature set is mainly user driven and 
most of its new functionality was born out of the need for advanced technical ef-
fects that were required by several major blockbuster movie productions.

BUY	NOW

BUY	NOW

BUY	NOW

BUY	NOW

Original	Price	-	$	20		|			CGArena	Price	-	$	16

Original	Price	-	$	699			|			CGArena	Price	-	$	655

Original	Price	-	$	75			|			CGArena	Price	-	$	69

Original	Price	-	$	1995		|			CGArena	Price	-	$	1839

www.cgarena.com/store

http://www.cgarena.com/store/kon-sept
http://www.cgarena.com/store/zbrush4
http://www.cgarena.com/store/project-manager-3ds-max
http://www.cgarena.com/store/thinking-particles-5
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Horses  - TDosch 3D: Horses contains 3D-models of various horses. The com-
pletely textured 3D-models are provided in multiple file formats: 3DS, 3dsmax 
(version 9 and above),3dsmax V9 & VRay, 3dsmax V9 & Mental Ray, Lightwave 
(version 6 and above), OBJ, VRML, SoftimageXSI,Cinema 4D version 8 and 
above, DWG and DXF. 

California: HDRI - Dosch HDRI: California contains HDRIs incl. corresponding 
backplate sets for 15 beautiful locations in California. Through combination of 
the background image of each location’s surroundings, and the HDRI-capture of 
that location, the object that is to be depicted at that exact location will be illumi-
nated highly realistically. Thanks to HDR-technology visualizations will therefore 
offer almost unlimited lighting and mood options.

Car Scenes -  The product DOSCH 3D: Car Scenes contains very detailed and 
fully textured 3d-scenes for the visualization of cars and other vehicles. The com-
pletely textured 3D-models are provided in multiple file formats: 3DS, 3dsmax 
(version 9 and above),3dsmax V9 & VRay, 3dsmax V9 & Mental Ray, Lightwave 
(version 6 and above), OBJ, Maya (version 4 and above), VRML, SoftimageXSI, 
Cinema 4D version 8 and above, DWG and DXF.

Learning 3ds Max 2013  - In this computer based training course on 3ds Max 
2013, expert trainer Steve Nelle introduces you to this modeling, animation and 
rendering package from Autodesk. Designed for the beginner, you do not have to 
have any prior experience using 3ds Max to get the most out of this video tutorial. 
Starting with a tour of the interface, Steve shows you where the tools you are 
going to use are located, and how to activate them. 
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3D

My name is Mourelas Konstantinos (aka moure) and in this article I will try to present you a project I did 
together with Anninos Konstantinos (aka annkos). It is not a tutorial in the traditional way, since a step by 
step guide on such project is not possible to describe in a few pages. See it more as a complete workflow 
presentation that covers most of the different tools, scripts, techniques we used while making it, and also 
some interesting tips regarding materials, render and lighting settings.

INSPIRATION

For this project we were originally inspired by the house in the Roman Polanski movie The Ghost Writer 
(http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1139328/). 

After a lot of research around the web trying to find some blueprints of the house, we found out that it never 
really existed as a whole as it was made completely with movie sets! So we went one step further and tried 
to make a ghost house version of our own, a house isolated from civilization that gives you a sense of soli-
tude. We mainly kept the color palette and the living room from our original inspiration.

MODELING

HOUSE - For the modeling of the main house we used standard polygon modeling. Nothing fancy to say 
here except the fact that we added some small chamfers to the wall’s edges to make them less “boxy look-

ing”.
  
For both the wooden and the tiled floor in the interior 
we used the Floor Generator plugin by Jerry Yilammi 
(http://www.cg-source.com/floorgenerator.php). Floor 
generator not only creates easily tilable floor geometry 
but it also randomizes the uvs so that it gives you a nice 
foundation to work later on materials and texturing.

The guardrails on the first floor were done also easily by 
using the free version of Railclone plugin (http://www.
itoosoft.com/railclone.php). 

Making of 
The Ghost House
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For the exterior deck we used a different approach. 
We modeled 8 different boards and cloned them 
randomly across the deck. Over each board a 
noise modifier with a turbosmooth modifier on top 

were added to give a bit extra detail and variation on 
the deck. After positioning the boards across the deck 
we randomly changed their position on the x,y axis by 
less than one centimeter to make them look even more 
random.

ASSETS - Since modeling every asset in the house was not an option due to the time limit we had set for 
ourselves, we used some nice assets which have bought 
for previous commercial projects. Some of the assets 
that we did model though for this project you can see on 
the above slide-show.

Notes:
  The rocks in the fireplace were created 
with the free rock generator script (http://www.scriptspot.
com/3ds-max/scripts/rock-generator).
  
The two bookcases were filled with books by using a 
script I started writing for the ghost house project and 
decided to give it for free. You can get it for free in my 
website (http://mourelask.weebly.com/bookscatter.html). 
It will save you a lot of time in similar situations!
  
For some background models that we did not intend to 
include in close up shots we used some free models from 
the Google 3d warehouse. Google warehouse is a great 
place to find some extreme low poly models which can be 
very useful from time to time.

Making of The Ghost House
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TERRAIN -  To create our terrain we used again a free tool called HMES TerreSculptor (http://www.lilchips.
com/hmes.asp). You can download it from the product website, and you can see a quick tutorial on how to 
use it here (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IN_glCEqbVs). Even though that tool was developed to cre-
ate terrains for video games it did a pretty good job for us too.
  
After some tests we ended up with a terrain that we liked. We 
exported it to obj format, and imported into 3ds Max where 
we had to modify it a bit to get the flat area in the middle of 
the terrain. To do that we used the built in graphite modeling 
tools to sculpt/flatten an area large enough to fit our house.
  
Note: If you do not like the obj format, you can also export 
the terrain height map and load it in the Displace modifier on 
top of a plane with many segments.

VEGETATION -  Vegetation was an important part of our 
project and we experimented a lot until we found exactly 
what we were looking for.  Since we were aware of our gen-
eral color palette we started searching for appropriate flow-
ers, bushes, rocks. At the end of our search we ended up 
with the following assets.

As you can see in the image above we divided them to some 
general categories and loaded each category in a separate 

Making of The Ghost House
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Multiscatter object to have more control on the 
scatter/preview options of each of them. We 
also converted them to VRay proxies to save 
some ram consumption.

To gain some calculation time each time we 
scattered them on the terrain we created a 
low poly equivalent terrain from our original 
one. To do that we simply duplicated the origi-
nal terrain and added a pro optimizer modi-
fier on top. So we used the high poly one for 
rendering and the low poly one to scatter the 
vegetation on. Since we didn’t want the low 
poly one to appear on the renders, on the ob-
ject’s properties we unchecked the renderable 
check box.

In the image below you can see our standard multiscatter options. Except from the regular scale and rota-
tion randomization we used a mask to prevent the plants from growing inside the house or the pool. Another 

Making of The Ghost House
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option would be to make a hole in the low poly terrain in the place where the house is, but painting a mask 
with 3ds Max built in Viewport Canvas tool was also very easy and quick.

MATERIALS / TEXTURING - Showing every material in this huge scene is of course not pos-
sible, so I prefer to focus on the workflow required to create a nice looking wooden floor material like the 
one in the bedroom render and I will also share some thoughts about other materials/objects in the scene.

Making of The Ghost House



WOOD FLOOR MINI TUTORIAL

Before we start with the wooden floor 
workflow, make sure you have download-
ed and installed the following:

Free Floor Generator Script (http://www.
cg-source.com/floorgenerator.php)

Free Multi Texture Map (http://www.cg-
source.com/multitexture.php)

For our floor in the Ghost House Project 
we used the commercial wooden board 
textures from cg-source (http://www.cg-
source.com/products.php?pricat=multite
xture&seccat=woodboards) though any 
wooden board textures will do.
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Step 1: Create a Rectangle spline that equals the area 
you want your floor to be.

Step 2: Launch Floor Generator script and with the 
rectangle spline selected press “Interactive Update” 
and then hit Create. My wooden board textures were 
35cm x 7cm so I used the same settings in the script to 
avoid texture stretching. I also changed the Gap Length 
and Bevel size to more suitable scale.

Step 3: When you are happy close the script and de-
lete the original spline since we won’t need it anymore. 
You are left with the floor object, go on and apply a ma-
terial to it and assign a Multi Texture map in the Diffuse 
slot. In the Multi Texture map click “Open Files” and 
choose all the different wooden board textures. To add 
a bit more variation change the Random Settings like I 
have done in the screenshot.

Making of The Ghost House
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Step 4: Copy the Diffuse Map and paste it in the 
Bump slot of the material. Add some lights and en-
able global illumination in Vray settings and render. 
You will see something like this. 

Step 5: Let’s make our floor a bit dirty! Add a UVW 
Map on the floor set to planar and set the Map Chan-
nel to 2. 

In the Diffuse slot of the material, add a Mix map but keep the previously created Multitexture map. In the 
Mix Map Color#2 select a bright color like a full red one and in the Mix amount put a dirt looking high contrast 
map. Set the Mix amount map to Map Channel: 2. 

Making of The Ghost House
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Step 6: Render, you should come up with something like the image be-
low. The Mix amount map determines where you see the dirt and where 
you see the floor. Since we put a red color in the Mix Map Color#2 you 
see the dirt painted red.

That is the base workflow of all the floor materials in our renders. By 
adding some different versions of the Mix amount map in the reflection 
and the reflection glossiness slots of the material and of course change 
the Mix Map Color#2 from red to something more appropriate you can 
achieve similar results in the final result picture above.

The complete material settings of the final result picture you can see on 
the picture below. And on right here you can see the results we got on 
our project:

Making of The Ghost House



FIREPLACE MATERIAL

What I really liked about this material is 
the simplicity of it, that’s why I decided to 
share the settings with you. Only one tex-
ture assigned to Reflect/Reflection Gloss-
iness and Bump, makes this amazing 
material. Note that not any material has 
to contain 10 different textures in order 
to look good. Sometimes a single texture 
can do the trick!
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In order to “hide” the fact that only one texture was used, we used a different planar uvw map for every 
metal plate in the fireplace. Each of the uvw gizmos was moved around in order to see a different part of the 
texture in each plate.     

LIVING ROOM CARPET

For our living room carpet we used the well-known tutorial by Bertrand Benoit (http://bertrand-benoit.com/
blog/2011/02/20/shag-carpet-using-forest-pack/) though instead of using Forest Pack we used Multiscatter. 
We have tried many different approaches to carpet modeling and rendering and I have to say that this one 
was easy to make and incredibly realistic even in extreme close up shots.

Here are the settings for Multiscatter:

The result of the above technique is very hard to achieve with a material even with displacement on. So 
sometimes doing something out of the box like that can save you a lot of time searching for appropriate 
displacement maps, doing a ton of test renders etc. 

Making of The Ghost House
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LIGHTING / RENDERING

First of all we used linear workflow for our renders. In case you aren’t sure how to set it up, here are the 
settings: 

For all our day shots we used standard Vray Sun + Sky sys-
tem. The global illumination was standard Light Cache and 
Irradiance Map mode.

We also exported several different render elements to have 
freedom in post-production, though the results were such that 
didn’t require anything else than some basic color correction, 
a bit of sharpness and some chromatic aberration.

Also we didn’t use Vray built-in depth of field, but applied it in 
post-production by using Photoshop Lens blur and the zdepth render element.

Making of The Ghost House



CONCLUSION

I have to admit that writing this presentation/tutorial/guide took me a lot longer than I expected and I still had 
to leave a lot of stuff out. I hope that everything makes sense to you and that you will find something useful 
in it to use in your next projects. If you have any questions about the tutorial (or something you don’t under-
stand or you feel it isn’t explained well) feel free to leave a comment below so I can help you out.



Here are the settings for the above render regarding Vray Sun, Camera and Render options

Web: http://www.annkos.com
Web: http://mourelask.weebly.com

Email: mourelask@gmail.com
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INTRODUCTION

Hi, my name is Caroline Nyman also known as Ploopie on the net. I’m a self-taught digital artist from Swe-
den. I am not a professional in this area, this is just my hobby for now but I hope one day, somehow, some-
where I could work with art. Keep in mind that this is not a tutorial how to draw or paint it’s simply just an 
explanation how I created this artwork.

This painting was created for the ”Plans Gone Wrong” contest on DeviantArt.com
http://moonbeam13.deviantart.com/journal/Plans-Gone-Wrong-Contest-243773747

I do not have a lot of images saved from the process but I’ll show you what I have and try to explain how I 
work as good as I can.

TOOLS

Paper and pen
Wacom Intous 4
PaintTool Sai
Photoshop 7

PREPARATIONS

I always start off with trying to imag-
ine the picture in my head.

This always happens in the middle 
of the night when I have to sleep..

I ”day dream” of how the picture 
could look like, how the characters move, what they say, how they interact with each other, imagine the 
story behind the picture etc. The more I plan it in my head the better the result will become.

WORKING AREA

This is what PaintTool Sai looks like and how I organize my work space. I have an area where I paint and 
an extra space above it to add references and thumbnails. I choose to have it like this so I can always see 
the references and the thumbnails without them being on top of the painting. 
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BRUSHES

Those highlighted in green 
are the tools I use the 
most. Here you can also 
see what some of them 
do.

Water tool is my favourite 
at this moment.

REFERENCES

Since this was for a con-
test I had to use certain 
stock images of pandas, 
pies and lamps. Minimum one of each. I was allowed to cre-
ate it in any medium as long the pie, panda and the lamp were 
recognizable to the original stock image, I couldn’t alter it too 
much or it would have been disqualified.

I normally use references when drawing, most of the time I use 
a mirror to see my own face and body. This helps a lot when 
you want a certain pose or an expression in a character’s face. 
I also photograph a lot of things.

SKETCHING

After some hours or even days of trying to imagine the picture 
in my head, I try to get those ideas down on paper. Sometimes 
I doodle it down in my sketchbook I have next to my bed so I 
will not forget it overnight.  But most of the time I do it digital-

ly in Sai so I don’t have to 
scan the image or redraw it 
again.

After a couple of sketches 
I decided to work with this 
one.

Here on left you can see 
the sketch with the stock images I wanted. 
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THUMBNAILS

In my opinion this is actually a very 
important thing to do. I like to see 
the artwork “finished” in a miniature 
version before I start coloring and 
go into details. It is good to have a 
guide to look at when you start to 
apply shadows etc. Later on.

It’s very easy to forget the whole picture when you start to zoom in and work on details. Specially the light 
source..

I made one black and white to see where I wanted the light and shadows etc. And then a thumbnail to test 
colors. I kept these visible in the area above the painting during the whole process. They look better if you 
squint your eyes.

REFINING THE SKETCH

When I was sure what I wanted I started to refine the sketch. 
What I normally do is that I take the original sketch and lower 
the opacity, create a new layer above it and make a new 
more detailed and cleaned sketch.

Here you can see I removed the third kid in the picture and 
replaced him with a screen from the lamp instead. Also add-
ed a bunny in the end to give the picture some balance. Ac-
tually I have no clue how to balance a picture I just went with 
what I thought looked the best.

LAYERS

I always work in many layers, sometime too many.
I have everything organized, well most of the time..
Each object have their own folder and their own layers for shadow, light, clothes, details, skin, 
hair etc. This helps me when colouring and if I would change my mind with my color choice it’s 
very easy to change. Or if I wish to remove an unwanted detail like for example ribbons or just 
to resize an object.

Here is an example of how my layers can look like during the process. I will not even bother try-
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ing to count my layers on Panda Ride, too many.. When 
I’m done with the painting I sometimes merge the layers 
for each object but only when I am 100% sure I will not 
work on them again.

And sometimes I just have to merge some layers or my 
computer will be very cranky also to prevent waiting 10 
minutes every time I save. 

COLORING

I work with one object at the time to not drive myself cra-
zy. I normally start with what is underneath and work my 
way out. Skin-->hair-->clothes-->details etc.

I also start with adding the shadows and then move on to the details and in the end I add light. Here you can 
see a bit of the process of how I colour the little girl.

CRITIQUE YOUR OWN WORK

Now and then during the coloring process I take a screen shot, make it 
gray scale and put it above all the layers. I mainly do this to check the 
values but also to ”reset my vision” and look at the picture differently 
so I can see ”problems” easier without having the colors interfere.

Even better is to flip the whole paining, take some hour break or days, 
come back and note everything down you think looks off. I normally 
note this down in red on the screenshot and try to fix the problems 
later.
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FINAL EDITING

I could work on an artwork forever.. Especially details but I normally stop when I feel I’m done, when I feel I 
do not have to fix any more major “problems” to make it look alright.

After I was totally done with everything in the painting I saved it as .JPEG and opened it up in Photoshop.
There I cropped away that extra area so it became an A4 again, changed the intensity a bit, colors, shad-
ows, blurred some objects and changed whatever was needed to make it even ”perfect”.

And then I created a smaller version 
with a watermark, including my name 
and website that I can post on other 
sites, so if anyone would see the paint-
ing they would know who made it and 
where to go to see more. Also helps to 
avoid art theft and the worry if people 
will credit you or not when they share 
your artwork on their blogs etc.

Here you can see the “original” artwork 
and the one edited in Photoshop.

..And around 100 hours later this is the 
end result. And it was totally worth it be-
cause I won the contest!

Well that was about it!
Thank you for reading and I hope you 
enjoyed this little guide and that I could 
help you in some way. 

If you have any questions or just wish 
to see more art from me come and visit 
my website.

Web:  www.ploopie.se

Email: carolinenyman85@hotmail.com
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